Topic

English

What was life like in Victorian
times?

Curriculum Overview for Year 2 ‘Rain, Steam and Speed’
Oracy
Art & Design

Writing
S

What was the Industrial Revolution? pell by segmenting into phonemes
Learn to spell common ‘exception’ words

What was life like for children?
Diary entries: Narratives: Letters: Fact files: Spell words containing common suffixes, etc.
Use appropriate size letters & spaces
Reports
Develop positive attitudes & stamina for writing
How has the railway impacted world
Begin to plan ideas for writing & record sentencetravel?
by-sentence
Make simple additions and changes after proofReading
reading
Write non-chronological reports – Victorians
Develop phonics until decoding secure
Instructions writing – Trains and Bridges
Read & re-read phonic-appropriate books
Read Year 1 and 2 common ‘exception’ words Letters home – Link to first stamp
Discuss & express views about fiction, nonfiction & poetry
Become familiar with & retell stories
Grammar
Ask & answer questions; make predictions
Use . ! ? .
Begin to make inferences
Use simple conjunctions
Shirley Hughes – Victorians
Different sentence types.
Marcia Williams - Comics

Topic

Mathematics
Number/Calculation/Multiplication

Can you design a geometric
garden?
What was the currency like in
Victorian times?

Compare and order numbers from 0 up to
100; use <, > and = signs.
Know 2, 5, 10 X tables
Begin to use place value (T/U)
Count in 2s, 5s & 10s
Identify, represent & estimate numbers
Write numbers to 100
Know number facts to 20 (+ related to 100)
Use X and = symbol
Solve number problems and practical
problems involving these ideas.

Science

Were the railways a good idea?
How to make a …? Sharing
instructions Pie Corbett style

Can you design a ‘Turner’ style stamp?

Internet Safety Day 11th Feb

Which technique gives the best effect?
(Rain, steam and speed)

Identify and name internet use
Share what we like to do online
Understand ‘identity’ in an online and off line
context and the importance of safety
Recognise when and how to ask for help

To start to develop an awareness of audience
e.g. what might interest a certain group.
To be aware of others who have not spoken and Design and create our own water colour paintings
to invite them into discussion.
To confidently delivery a short piece of preSilhouettes (The first stamp design)
prepared material.
To ask questions to find out more about a
subject.
To build on others’ ideas in discussions.

Design & Technology
How does a train move?
Design and create a moving train or car.
Axles, wheels, cutting, joining, combining materials

Geography
What happens to the weather during each season?

Geometry & Measures
Recognise and use symbols for pounds(£)
and pence (p);combine amounts to make a
particular value

Design and build a structure (bridges)
Diet – Victorian diet compared to healthy eating

Comparing the similarities and differences of human
features between human and physical features by
looking at different areas.

Gender Equality

Music

Find different combinations of coins that
equal the same amounts of money
Solve simple problems in a practical context
involving addition and subtraction of money
of the same unit, including giving change

Look at traditional nursey rhymes from Victorian
How was life different for men and women?
times
Comparing the lives of men and women in
The first musical devise – Polyphon
Victorian times.
Comparing different musical families and the feelings

History

What was life like in Victorian times?
Looking at a Victorian life style
Healthy living week – SRE
*Toys *Food *Home life *Seaside *Transport
What makes a healthy diet and why is it important?
How does exercise affect us? Mentally and physically. What developments did Prince Albert
encourage?
Working Scientifically
How has travel changed since the invention of
Germ experiment with bread
trains and bridges? Brunel
Weather experiment
The invention of the stamp – Penny Black
Car experiment – How fast can the car travel? Ramps
and different surfaces?

ICT

Letters and communication

Famous Victorians – Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, Turner,
Brunel etc.

How have these famous Victorians influenced
our lives?

they bring to music
Edward Elgar and Holst – musical composers
Use Victorian ambience clips as stimulus

Religious Education/PSHE
Physical Education
How does speed and agility help in sports?
Island Games activities

World Religion day
Religion’s around the world
Siddhartha and the swan – The Monkey King kindness

Easter
Sadness to Happiness

